The MassARRAY® System

Workflow Solutions for the Changing Lab
Scientific advances in human genetics are shifting the landscape for genetic testing
laboratories. In order to match the pace of discovery, labs must balance the demand for
new capabilities with limited human and instrument resources. Lab benches are filled
with single-purpose genetic analysis technologies. Each takes valuable time for training
and resources for testing, and few maximize the lab’s overall sample turnaround time.

Genetic analysis on the
MassARRAY System with
Chip prep module in only

1 TECHNICIAN
needed to run and analyze data

~8

~8 hours
hands off time
25 minutes manual
processing time
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THE AGENA DIFFERENCE
Agena Bioscience understands that your lab’s throughput isn’t just about our
instruments; it is about the productivity of the whole lab. The MassARRAY System
offers a multi-purpose solution that both augments existing processes and stands
alone as a robust genetic analysis tool.
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With three available formats and customizable content, varying throughput needs or
changing targets of interest are no problem. Simple assay development means less
time needed to implement a new test in your lab. Automated load-and-go processing
on the MassARRAY System with Chip prep module frees up valuable staff resources for
greater efficiency in the lab.

* Chip prep module
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HOURS
from DNA to data with
the MassARRAY System

MINUTES
manual processing
on the MassARRAY
System with CPM*

STEPS
in the MassARRAY
System workflow

The MassARRAY® System

SIMPLIFY DATA
ANALYSIS

QUICKLY CONFIRM
NGS OUTCOMES

The MassARRAY® System
provides clear results with
automated software.

The MassARRAY System
enables targeted and robust
corroboration of testing
results in a single day.

AVOID REWORK

TIME

By conﬁrming sample
quality or identity with
Agena Bioscience’s
sample ID and QC panels
prior to NGS testing,
labs can reduce the risk
of repeat tests due to
sample mix-up or
degraded input DNA.

With the increased
hands-oﬀ time provided
by the MassARRAY
System with Chip prep
module, lab technicians
can focus on other tasks
while the MassARRAY
System does the work.

OPTIMIZE
YOUR LAB WORKFLOW
CAPACITY

MAXIMIZE LABORATORY
RESOURCES

Multiplexed assays supported
by robust iPLEX® chemistry
provide information on
SNPs, CNVs, indels, or
fusions, in one test.

PERFORM MULTIPLE TESTS
IN ONE WORKFLOW
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